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Introduction

“Every company has a business model,” affirms Chesbrough (2007, p.12), and Magretta
(2002, p.87) states that “a good business model remains essential to every successful
organization.” Various authors have positioned the concept of business model as key to
understanding organisations. Recently, scholars have also applied the concept to the
study of social enterprises. They propose that new business models can alleviate poverty
and at the same time generate real economic returns (Chesbrough et al., 2006; Hart, 2007;
Prahalad, 2005). To answer the question of how to reach and serve poor people
successfully, Hart (2007, p.142) claims: “It’s the Business Model, Stupid.” At the same
time, scholars have voiced concerns that the rapid proliferation of the concept has created
an abundance of meanings (Ghaziani and Ventresca, 2001; Hedman and Kalling, 2003;
Copyright © 2014 Inderscience Enterprises Ltd.
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Shafer et al.; Schweizer, 2005). That, according to Porter (2001, p.77), constitutes “an
invitation for faulty thinking and self-delusion.” Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002,
p.553) point out that the concept “draws from and integrates a variety of academic and
functional disciplines, gaining prominence in none.” Zott et al. (2011), reviewing the
business model literature, find that researchers frequently adopt idiosyncratic definitions
they deem convenient and this hampers cumulative progress. Research into new business
models in the context of poverty often reduces complex phenomena to narrative accounts
of unusual activities, actors, stories, motivations, intentions, decisions and other elements
that are insufficiently grounded in theory (Jaiswal, 2008; Karnani, 2007; Seelos and Mair,
2007; Walsh et al., 2005). The absence of a clear theoretical perspective prompted Walsh
et al. (2005) to label Prahalad’s (2005) book ‘motivational.’ The authors argued that this
literature leaves it unclear how business models actually create value in the sense of
eliminating poverty and what the overall contribution of these models is.
The conceptual ambiguity of the term business model appears to stifle progress by
failing to provide truthful and therefore practical explanations. Enabling social and
economic progress thus challenges us to find better approaches to systematic learning
about social entrepreneurs and their organisations (Short et al., 2009). DiMaggio (2001)
highlights the requirement of moving from discourses and rich stories in the social sector
to causal models if we are to assess the effectiveness of organisations and inform practice
and public policy decisions. Therefore, the central purpose of this paper is to develop a
transparent and systematic modelling process that enables a theoretically valid and
practically useful understanding of social enterprises. The proposed modelling process
takes the model in business models seriously. It is grounded in model theory – i.e., the use
of models in science (Frigg and Hartmann, 2009; Giere, 1999; Godfrey-Smith, 2006;
Machamer et al., 2000) – and the call of scholars for a more model-centric social science
(Baden-Fuller and Morgan, 2010; McKelvey, 2000). Furthermore, the modelling process
developed here engages the recent plea for more mechanism-based explanations in the
social sciences (Demetriou, 2009; Gerring, 2007; Hedström and Swedberg, 1998;
Mahoney, 2001). In line with a proposed realist turn in management science (Reed,
2005), a commitment to realist mechanism-based explanations is adopted: “To explain a
fact is to exhibit the mechanism(s) that makes the system in question tick” (Bunge, 2004,
p.182). Realism employs generative models – i.e., models that explain how social
mechanisms contingently create observable outcomes (Bunge, 2004; Demetriou, 2009;
Pawson, 1989). The main contribution of this paper is to combine these literatures as a
basis for proposing a systematic and transparent process of building a generative model
as a tool for theorising (truthfulness) and strategising (usefulness). This process is
grounded in the notion of a validity triangle – i.e., a reflection on adequate analytical,
theoretical and ontological modelling choices.
The paper proceeds as follows: it first reflects on the role of models in science and the
benefits of model building in support of social science practice. Then, a clear
specification of the requirements that define useful and valid models is developed. This
generic model template is then applied to an illustrative case study to demonstrate the
process of how to build a generative model of a social enterprise – i.e., an account of the
mechanisms that generate organisational outcomes of interest to the investigator. Finally,
reasons why this modelling process is useful from theoretical and practical perspectives
are discussed.
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The role of models in science

Suppe (2000, p.S109), reflecting on 30 years of theory development, concludes: “Today,
models are the main vehicle of scientific knowledge.” Philosophers of science have
highlighted the limits that the complexity of phenomena poses for objectively exploring
how the world works. Models were advanced as important means to overcome this
limitation (Frigg and Hartmann, 2009). Giere (1999, 2006) sees models as central tools
in the sciences for explicitly representing selected aspects of the world for various
purposes of scientific investigation. Furthermore, both in the natural (Downes, 1992;
Godfrey-Smith, 2006) and in the social sciences (Bourgeouis, 1979; Merton, 1968;
Morgan and Morrison, 1999), scholars have proposed a shift from theories to the actual
process of theorizing. Model building plays a central role as an analytical tool for
theorising as scientific practice (Morgan and Morrison, 1999). Hartmann (2008, p.98),
reflecting on the practical advantages of models over theories, states: “They are also more
intuitive, visualisable and ideally capture the essence of phenomena in a few
assumptions.”

3

Specifying models in the social sciences

Several authors point out the important role of models in the social sciences linking
theory and the observable world (Brante, 2010; Franck, 2002; Giere 1999; McKelvey,
2000). McKelvey (2000, p.773) goes so far as to state that “in order for organization
‘science’ to avoid or recover from scientific discredit and institutional illegitimacy, it
must become model-centered.” Because models selectively represent theoretical and
empirical elements, researchers must explicitly specify the relationships of model/theory
and model/ontology. The perspectives articulated by Azevedo (1997), Morgan and
Morrison (1999), and McKelvey (2002) are integrated into a validity triangle that
postulates that model validity requires analytical, theoretical, and ontological adequacy.

3.1 Analytical adequacy
Models are idealisations, and therefore no single correct model can exist. Rather, models
are more or less useful given the particular interest of the researcher (Azevedo 1997). In
the words of Mäki (2010, p.179): “Models are created by modellers to serve their
interests in certain situations. The modellers’ goals and contexts provide the pragmatic
constraints on modeling.” This has implications for what theories and empirical content
get integrated into the model. Being explicit and systematic about the set of model
choices is thus a crucial feature of rigorous and transparent modelling. Analytical
adequacy means that the model adequately describes and explains social phenomena
given the particular interest of the investigator.

3.2 Theoretical adequacy – the model/theory relationship
Theoretical adequacy specifies which theoretical elements are formalised into the
model. Theory as used here explains not real-world behaviour but model behaviour
and serves as a toolbox for the construction of models (Suarez and Cartwright, 2008).
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It specifies the constitutive elements and the particular form of the model to achieve
what Azevedo (1997) calls ‘focused simplification.’ The type of theory engaged also
has implications for the set of empirical data that go into the model. Theoretical
adequacy is the ability of selected theories to specify model structure, content and
behaviour that strengthen the explanatory power of a model according to the researcher’s
interest.

3.3 Ontological adequacy – the model/ontology relationship
Ontological adequacy reflects how well the selected parts of the model resemble specific
counterparts in the real world (McKelvey, 2000). A transparent and systematic
model/ontology relationship enables a researcher to investigate the model in place of its
target “without sacrificing the quest for knowledge about real systems.” [Mäki, (2010),
p.179]. This contributes to the validity of models as independent tools for theorising
(Morgan and Morrison, 1999). Another important consideration is the particular
ontological commitment of the researcher. Whether a researcher operates from a
commitment to objectivist or subjectivist ontologies is likely to influence modelling
choices (Johnson and Duberley, 2000). This study is committed to a realist philosophy of
science based on mechanism-based explanations as outlined in the illustrative case study
in the next section.
Because of the many choices involved in model building, transparency and a
systematic account of the modelling process are key. The links and interdependencies of
analytical, theoretical and ontological perspectives generate an iterative process of model
building guided by a continuous evaluation of all aspects of the validity triangle.

4

Generative models for realist mechanism-based explanations

To illustrate this set of analytical, theoretical and ontological choices, a model of the
social enterprise Aravind is constructed.

4.1 Focal organisation: Aravind1
Aravind in India is the largest group of eye hospitals in the world. Their mission is to
eradicate unnecessary blindness, and they have pioneered a novel approach to delivering
eye surgery for cataracts that integrates free surgery for the poor as a major strategic
objective. Cataracts affect millions of people, and access to appropriate eye care could
make up to 80% of blindness preventable or curable (World Health Organization, 1997,
1999).
In 1976, Dr. Govindappa Venkataswamy, a retired ophthalmologist, founded Aravind
in the city of Madurai. Aravind currently performs over 300,000 eye surgeries annually
and provides eye care services to more than 2 million outpatients. While more than half
of their high-quality eye surgeries are provided to the poorest for free, Aravind manages
to generate significant profits that are used to invest in capacity building and increasing
the scale of Aravind’s activities (see Figure 1).2
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Figure 1

Revenues and expenses of Aravind between 1980 and 2005; insert: percentage of free
versus paying patients treated in 2005
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In 1992, David Green, a US-based entrepreneur, started the manufacturing company
Aurolab in order to remove an important bottleneck in Aravind’s model – the
limited availability of high-quality lenses required for surgeries. When Aurolab
started, the industry did not consider India a significant market. Green built Aurolab as a
state-of-the-art production facility next door to Aravind. The low-cost and high-quality
lenses provided by Aurolab were a crucial element in enabling the significant expansion
of Aravind.

4.2 Preparing a model template for Aravind
4.2.1 Analytical perspective: objectives and research question
A primary research interest was to understand Aravind’s potential to achieve its
ambitious growth objective: i.e., the ability to treat increasingly higher numbers of
patients. Aravind operates in the context of deep poverty in rural India. Acquiring the
necessary resources to operate an efficient health service model is a key constraint. An
illustrative research question that demonstrates choices about selecting theoretical and
empirical parts for modelling Aravind is thus: What is the role of resources in explaining
how Aravind achieves its strategic objectives, and how does the current configuration of
resources enable or challenge growth? This question is relevant given the focal
analytical interest because evaluating Aravind’s growth potential requires an
understanding of how Aravind works – i.e., how it achieves its objectives (the main
explanandum in this illustrative case). This will enable a better understanding of its
potential and limits for acquiring and productively integrating additional resources
necessary for growth. Thus, the resource-based view (RBV) of the firm was chosen as an
adequate theoretical perspective for model construction that is expected to illuminate the
main analytical interest underlying this paper. This merely illustrates a modelling choice
given a particular analytical interest or research question. Other theoretical perspectives
may give rise to different models for different analytical interests or enable different
perspectives on similar interests (Seelos and Mair, 2011).
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4.2.2 Theoretical perspective: RBV
The RBV is an important perspective in the field of strategy (Barney et al., 2001; Locket
et al., 2008). Sirmon et al. (2007) proposed a theoretical framework of the internal
resource management of organisations in an attempt to shine some light on the ‘black
box’ of how resources are configured to create value. The authors proposed three distinct
dimensions: structuring, bundling and leveraging resources. These dimensions are
adopted as the theoretical framework for a model of Aravind. Structuring, bundling and
leveraging resources thus inform the content and behaviour of the model.
The first dimension of this RBV framework is structuring the resource portfolio. The
resources that enable operating an eye hospital are easy to observe and do not pose much
analytical ambiguity. However, accessing these resources is a challenge in environments
of low munificence – a defining characteristic of the context of deep poverty. Resource
exchanges are inefficient, and economic valuation is difficult. Structuring the resource
portfolio may require partnering with various organisations to access specific types of
resources or internal development and accumulation of resources.
A second RBV dimension is bundling of resources to create value. The various
bundling processes outlined by Sirmon et al. (2007) are simplified into the construct of
resource configuration. This refers to integrated sets of resources that generate the
essential organisational activities as part of the value-creation logic of an organisation.
The third RBV dimension proposed by Sirmon et al. (2007), leveraging resource
bundles to achieve competitive advantage, also needed adaptation. The context of deep
poverty is not easily comparable to a competitive market, where relative performance is
traditionally measured in comparative financial metrics. Social enterprises have both
economic and non-economic objectives. The dimension of leveraging resources is
adapted by specifying the consequences of deploying resource bundles to explain how
they achieve the core financial and non-financial strategic objectives of Aravind.

4.2

Ontological perspective: Aravind and its task environment

This paper explicitly embraces an ontological commitment grounded in scientific realism.
From this perspective, explaining a social phenomenon is to exhibit or assume the sets of
mechanisms that make a social system work the way it does (Bunge, 2004; Sayer, 1992).
Bunge (2006) defines the minimum required set of specifications to model a concrete
social system such as an organisation as constituents, structure, mechanisms and
environments. To map this on to the RBV template, constituents are integrated in the
form of social actors as the principal resources in the analysis. Other resources are
integrated to the extent that they enable or constrain achievement of organisational
objectives. Structure, following Tsoukas (1989), refers to the set of relations between
resources that have both enabling and constraining effects on the generation of
mechanisms and outcomes. Mechanisms refer to the set of activities and processes that
generate the consequences of interest in the focal phenomenon. Environment is specified
as those constituents, structures and mechanisms in the task environment of an
organisation that influence what the organisation can achieve.
This modelling specification is deemed relevant given the research objective. As
Pickel (2007, p.402) states: “Any model leaving out one or more of these elements is
likely to lead to misinterpretations of what is actually going on that may subsequently
give rise to faulty social technologies (e.g., ill-conceived economic policies, management
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fads, counterproductive labour-saving initiatives, or costly mergers).” It is proposed that
the illustrative generative model developed here is theoretically informed by the RBV
and ontologically constituted by the constellations of actors, relationships and
mechanisms that comprise the target organisation and its task environment. The model
explains how this constellation generates empirical outcomes of interest and is thus
analytically valid. Figure 2 summarises the elements of the model template.
Figure 2

Illustrative structure of a generative model of Aravind

4.3 Working with the model template
A realist explanation of organisational phenomena proceeds along a retroductive logic,
where outcomes are explained as the consequences generated by social mechanisms
(Sayer, 1992). Tsoukas (1989, p.558) states it like this: “During the process of
explanation, the first stage involves (a) resolving the actions themselves into their
constitutive components and (b) theoretically redescribing these components so that their
inner constitution is revealed (Bhaskar, 1978).” This is the approach followed in building
the model. In a first step, the RBV template allowed mapping the relevant constitutive
actors, structures and mechanisms, and then in a second step, the final generative model
was developed. It is constituted by the relationships between resources and the main
mechanisms that generate empirical outcomes of interest. Yin (2003) recommended
following prior theoretical propositions as one analytical strategy for analysing case study
evidence. In the same way that propositions help to “focus attention on certain data and
ignore other data” [Yin, (2003), p.112], the model template focuses attention to those
aspects of reality that are likely to have explanatory power. The approach used in this
paper is also consistent with Yin’s (2003) explanation building as a special type of
pattern matching. This approach rests on a gradual development of plausible explanations
in an iterative process. The modelling approach here follows a similar logic where the
explanatory power of the model emerges in an iterative process that is described below in
the section “Building the generative model.”
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Core elements of Aravind selected for potential integration into the generative model,
(a) accessing and accumulating resources, (b) – configuring and leveraging resources to
achieve strategic objectives
Accessing Resources

• Aravind family members as eye doctors and senior management provide leadership, medical services, expertise and maintain a
strong sense of vision, focus and organizational culture; they ensure consistent selection of hires that fit culture and mission.
• Local and international eye doctors are attracted by Aravind as a premiere training institution with large numbers of „interesting“
cases due to the high volumes and the strong sense of mission.
• NGOs and foundations (e.g. Seva, Rotary, Lions Clubs) provide funds for new projects, expertise and know how because of
Aravind’s mission to prioritize health services for the poor.
• The caring mission of Aravind overcomes hesitation by families to let their daughters leave home and become nurses.
• Partnerships with leading international ophthalmology research centers facilitates knowledge sharing and access to best practices.
• Community partners in rural villages provide publicity, marketing and demand generation using local funds and services and their
legitimacy and relationships.
• Aurolab partners with IOL International, a US lens manufacturer to transfer key technology to India.

Accumulating Resources
• Active nurturing by Aravind’s leadership team of the strong sense of mission and purpose, values and dedication by all staff builds
a strong culture of excellence and service.
• Nurses are recruited and trained as young girls from villages with little alternative opportunities; they are willing to work hard and
identify with Aravind values and become outstanding paramedics.
• Exchange programs with top institutes prevent fears of de-skilling amongst Aravind doctors due to their repetitive tasks of highvolume cataract surgery; as a result, experienced highly productive doctors remain at Aravind rather than leaving for jobs with
higher task variety.
• Aravind runs a dedicated institute for general management skill development and training of eye doctors and nurses – improves
pool of existing staff and builds additional eye doctors and nurses as a basis for capacity expansion.
• Internal research and division pushes for innovation and improvement in all areas of Aravind's value chain.
• Internal consulting division implements constant process improvements, monitors quality, benchmarks and diffuses best practices.
• Aravind training institute requires constant reflection on metrics, best practices and problem solving mechanisms – nurtures a
performance culture and ensures fast diffusion of innovations and improvements across units and hospitals
• Aurolab was established to control the provision of high volumes of quality eye lenses at extremely low price points.
• Steep learning curves through focused job designs (doctors do only essential parts of the surgical procedures) and high volumes.
• Designs for "appropriate facilities" – only bare functionality to maintain patient dignity and surgical quality for free surgeries and
more comfortable facilities for paying patients; facilitates self-selection because paying patients value the additional comfort.
• Many programs with NGOs, foundations and R&D centers build partnership competencies and flexible use of scarce resources
such as doctors and hospital space.

(a)
Configuring Resources
• Aravind family constantly engages with doctors and nurses to prevent mission drift and non-productive activities; constitutes a
mechanism to solve problems fast and ensure consistent decision making processes.
• Nurses, doctors and infrastructure are organized into a formalized workflow for optimized efficiency of surgeries, patient-care and
administrative tasks – constant displays of metrics ensure evidence-based decisions and identification of improvement areas.
• Community resources are integrated with hospitals to decentralize services into rural areas; eye camps enable rapid screening and
only groups of selected patients are brought by busses to hospitals; manage pace of community involvement to fit capacity.
• Busloads of patiens from villages arrive at Aravind Æ stretches capacity and requires constant optimization of workflows across all
hospital areas otherwise the business model would break down in short time (mistakes, stress, frustration, unhappy patients etc.)
• IT-enabled vision centers link Aravind doctors as bottleneck resources with rural needs to maximize use of doctor’s time.
• Aurolab employs target costing to manufacture affordable, high quality lenses and expands to international markets and leverages
competencies to grow into other product categories.
• Aurolab and Aravind are operated as separate organizations at arms-length with distinct cultures, structures and processes to force
Aurolab to remain competitive and contribute to profit margins.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leveraging Resources
Outstanding reputation for high quality surgeries
Reputation as an extremely caring organization
Very high productivity levels (e.g. surgeries per doctor)
Low cost operation
Large volume of patients can be treated
High-performance culture dedicated to their patients
Continuity and resilience of its business model
Capacity for expansion
Long-term strategic relationships and global ambassadors
Competitive organization despite lack of competition

Strategic Objectives
• Large Scale (treat as many people as possible)
• High-Quality Surgeries (don't let poverty
compromise service quality)
• 60/40 Ratio of Free to Paid Surgeries (don't deny
the poor access to treatment)
• Profits (generate earned income to remain
independent and enable further expansion)

(b)

Data collected during two independent field trips to Aravind and a number of interviews
with Aravind personnel and stakeholders were independently coded by two researchers
using the RBV template. The author of this paper participated in one of the field trips and
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was one of the researchers involved in the coding process. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) list the
elements that were identified that describe how resources are accessed, accumulated and
configured and finally leveraged to achieve the four core strategic objectives of Aravind.
The elements of Figures 3(a) and 3(b) constitute the potential content of a generative
model as a first step in building the model.

4.4 Building the generative model
Generative models are constituted by the set of mechanisms that generate outcomes of
analytical interest (Demetriou, 2009; Sayer, 1992). The starting point for this second step
in the modelling process is the set of Aravind’s core strategic objectives as provided in
Figure 3(b). The objectives constitute the main explananda in this study – i.e., the main
outcomes of interest to the investigator. This way, modelling remains grounded in a set of
observable outcomes for which good empirical evidence over time was available.
Following a retroductive logic, work proceeds backward by integrating the results of the
analysis of resources in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). The goal is to provide explanations of how
individual strategic objectives are achieved and to reflect on the consequences this might
have for other objectives. This modelling process creates novelty beyond the theoretical
or empirical perspectives engaged. It requires thought trials and conjectures that link the
elements of Figures 3(a) and 3(b) into a holistic model. This requires connecting the
elements that are given in a more linear manner in the RBV template in Figure 3(a) and
3(b) into multiple cause/effect relationships, i.e., specifying how these elements generate
or co-generate outcomes. In practice this works by formalising thought trials and
conjectures by arrows that constitute causal explanations specifying mechanisms that
generate specific outcomes. For example, the large numbers of surgeries provided and the
focus of doctors on only the essential tasks of surgery constitute a constellation of
mechanisms that generate intense task repetition and thus a steep learning curve for
Aravind doctors. As a result, Aravind accumulates a pool of the best eye surgeons in
India. This also creates a reputation for high-quality surgery. The additional scale
provided by treating large numbers of poor patients thus contributes positively to overall
quality, and it also generates for Aravind a reputation of being a caring organisation. This
constellation then provides a plausible explanation of why patients who are not poor are
willing to pay. This exemplifies a set of mechanisms that was formalised into the
generative model in Figure 4.
Model building is iterative and guided by the specified analytical, theoretical and
ontological perspectives. The challenge for the modeller is to come up with a set of
plausible causal links between the substructures of the model and the strategic objectives
of the modelled organisation. The concept of plausible causal links used here refers to the
actual (as verified empirically), potential (as a possibility derived from theory or
experience with similar phenomena) or plausible (as perceived as likely given the
constellation of factors and empirical data) mechanisms that generate phenomena
(Demetriou, 2009; Machamer et al., 2000). Weick (1989) also argues that plausibility is a
substitute for validity, and by reflecting on whatever data are available to select and
retain conjectures, the model develops and progresses through testing for empirical
adequacy given available data. Figure 4 represents an illustrative outcome of this process:
a generative model of Aravind that adequately satisfies the main research interests and
adequately engages a theoretical basis and available data.
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Figure 4

Illustrative generative model of Aravind that maps the configuration of important
relationships of actors (shaded rectangular boxes) within Aravind and its task
environment and mechanisms that plausibly explain how main strategic objectives
(shaded oval boxes) are achieved
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Reputation
(Quality,Caring)

High Quality
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Happy patients,
higher WTP at
lower price
40% Paid
Surgeries

Startup grant;
target costing; no
marketing costs

Low cost

Profits

4.5 Elaborating the generative model
Demetriou (2009) highlights the need to support generative models by narratives that fill
in the blanks, provide context and anecdotal evidence that makes the model richer, and
strengthen its plausibility. Due to limited space, only a partial narrative is provided for
illustrative purposes. Some mechanisms can be more directly substantiated from
available data. For example, several Aravind managers have highlighted the important
connection between the need to integrate high volumes of non-paying patients and radical
elimination of inefficiencies as a crucial factor to success in this model. The objective of
providing free surgery also helps to access community partners as a valuable ‘low cost’
resource. Free surgeries are made very cost-efficient because many patient-related
activities are managed by community partners. Free surgeries are provided with very
basic facilities, such as ten-people sleeping rooms with no air conditioning or private
bathrooms. This feature solves the moral hazard problem by a process of social selfselection, creating an effective barrier to those who can afford to pay demanding free
treatment: wealthier people in India do not want to sit in the same waiting rooms as the
very poor and desire more comfortable or even air-conditioned rooms. Nevertheless, the
quality of the surgery is the same for both paying and non-paying patients by rotating
doctors and nurses between facilities.
Free surgeries build a powerful reputation for Aravind of being caring and fair.
Anecdotal evidence from several interviews indicates that paying patients value these
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attributes independent of quality attributes and consider Aravind superior to other
hospitals. This explains their willingness to pay (WTP) for these services: they perceive
Aravind as a better deal than other hospitals but are still only required to pay average
market prices. This drives the volume of paying patients as evidenced by the growing
revenues in Figure 2. Scale, along with a diversity of interesting patient cases, makes
Aravind an attractive training centre that receives top doctors from all over the world at
very low labour costs, and the number of applications for Aravind training centres
continues to rise. Several visiting doctors interviewed at Aravind have verified the high
quality and productivity of Aravind surgeries. Aravind reports that their doctors perform
about 2,000 operations per year, compared to an average of about 250 operations at other
Indian hospitals. All the cultural, learning and operational mechanisms that enable this
high productivity as shown in Figure 4 are important factors that explain how Aravind is
able to keep costs low. Being able to charge market prices combined with a low cost
structure and high volumes plausibly explains the profits generated in Aravind’s business
model.
High-quality Aurolab lenses are exported to about 120 countries, mainly to serve the
needs of NGOs and not-for-profit hospitals. Aurolab does not release financials, but
management confirmed they had significant profit margins. In 2008, Aurolab completed
new production facilities in Madurai, which enabled a six-fold capacity expansion. An
unintended consequence of the profitability of the model is that several competing lens
manufacturers have been enticed to the Indian market. Thus, Aurolab must improve
manufacturing efficiency to meet competition. Aravind gains from competition by having
more choices on the supply side and further downward pressures on lens costs.

5

Discussion

Using Aravind as an illustrative case study, a process of building generative models was
developed that involved three steps. First, by peeling away elements that do not directly
inform the research question, a core model specification was derived that provided the
content of the model, the elements listed in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). Second, thought
experiments generated ideas about plausible configurations of these elements into the
final model. This provided new explanations and insights addressing the research
objective used to illustrate modelling choices. Third, the plausibility of the model was
strengthened by providing evidence for conjectured mechanisms and narratives that
provided context and richness beyond the formal model. Morrison and Morgan (1999,
p.12) summarise their experience with model-based theorising by stating that learning
comes less from looking at the model and “more from building the model and from
manipulating it.” The approach presented here emphasises this crucial role of models as
tools for mechanism-based theorising understood as explaining social phenomena by
specifying the set of mechanisms that generate them.
The RBV served as the main theoretical lens for the illustrative model. This choice
was adequate given the objective to explore the topic of growth in Aravind, and it kept
the final model simple, integrating those aspects of reality that had explanatory power.
Operationalising the RBV enabled explanation of different economic and non-economic
dimensions of value creation by Aravind. Ray et al. (2004) emphasised the need to
disaggregate the dependent variable of firm performance to isolate the effects of how
resources and activities create different aspects of value. For Aravind this was modelled
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from the start by specifying four concomitant strategic objectives that have financial
(e.g., profits) and non-financial dimensions (e.g., free surgeries). This analytical strategy
may be useful in general to model social enterprises that frequently create multiple
dimensions of value.
The analytical validity of the model is determined by how useful it is to provide
answers given the interest in understanding the potential of Aravind’s ability to grow.
Apart from illustrating the choices involved in modelling and how modelling facilitates
deep learning about an organisation, the generative model developed here may also serve
as a progressive knowledge container. Scholars can correct the model with new data or
better explanations and can integrate new insights from Aravind’s scaling efforts over
time. This is expected to expand but also make the model more robust. For example, a
partial replication of the Aravind model in Cairo, Egypt, added a free surgery hospital to
an existing traditional paying hospital. But overall patient flow increased only slowly,
highlighting a number of context-specific differences between India and Egypt. Men and
women could not share the same facilities for cultural reasons, and this required
expensive workarounds. The density of community-based NGOs was much lower in
Egypt, and the hospital needed to find substitute forms of re-creating this important
demand enabler. When the momentum of increasing numbers of free surgeries finally
picked up, the for-profit hospital experienced significant increases in paying patients as
well. The new momentum now challenges staff to deal with the inefficiencies of the
current workflows and to create more value from the limited resources available.3 This
example provides evidence for the proposition that the free surgery part is an essential
substructure of the generative model. Inclusion of free surgery in the generative model
better explains achievements of other strategic objectives, such as productivity, as the
basis for profits and quality. This suggests that thee model of Aravind is a useful tool for
informing decisions about context-specific hurdles or enablers of scaling.

5.1 Implications for researchers
Several scholars have pointed out that science progresses along a self-correcting path
through variation of conjectures and selective retention of principles that get formalised
into models and theories (McKelvey, 2002; Radnitzky and Bartley, 1987; Weick, 1989).
The conceptualisation of business models as generative models constitutes common
ground that enables progress in several ways. First, it enables integration of new insights
to improve the ontological adequacy of the model in relation to the focal organisation.
This also opens up new avenues for researchers to integrate other theoretical perspectives
to inform different research questions. Second, the concept of a generative model as
proposed here creates a transparent language that enables comparative studies across
organisations and settings to derive more general theoretical propositions. Applying
consistent modelling approaches thus may enable the building of more general theory by
comparing models across organisations (Tsoukas, 1989). Third, valid generative models
can inform organisational decision makers to experiment around hypotheses derived from
the generative model. The current expansion in scale and scope of the Aravind eye
hospital constitutes a number of natural experiments that may enable isolation of new or
unearthing of hidden mechanisms to expand the generative model. Finally, models enable
a potentially collaborative approach between disconnected empirical researchers and
those who seek theoretical synthesis. Franck sees this divorce as a “deep malaise in the
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social sciences” (Franck, 2002). Models serve as platforms that enable communication
and cooperative work between scientists with different commitments toward the target
system (Godfrey-Smith, 2006). This gives rise to a model-based self-correcting
evolutionary epistemology that facilitates stepwise progress toward better theories
(Azevedo, 1979; McKelvey, 2002).

5.2 Implications for practitioners
The practical relevance of academic research and management education at business
schools has been questioned for some time. Scholars point to a disturbing gap between
theory and practice (Baldridge et al., 2004; Bennis and O’Toole, 2004; Van de Ven and
Johnson, 2006). Generative models are useful as collaborative learning opportunities in
research and education and for consulting with students and organisations from both the
for-profit and not-for-profit sectors. The process of model building is a fruitful platform
for individuals or groups to clarify assumptions and meanings of concepts and to make
the links between theory and reality explicit. For many organisations, modelling is also a
useful tool to communicate their business logic to internal and external stakeholders.
This facilitates better internal coordination of activities and external evaluation of an
organisation’s potential. For organisations in the not-for-profit sector, this might facilitate
interaction with philanthropists to highlight the most productive uses of donations – for
example, to identify and eliminate important bottlenecks to achieve scale.
One useful application is to think about new innovative business models in the
context of poverty. Companies may be able to leverage important resources and
competencies that social enterprises have created, often over long time periods (Seelos
and Mair, 2007). Understanding how social enterprises tick is required in order to
find points that enable companies to dock on to the business models of social
enterprises. Aravind management revealed that discussions with a leading lens
manufacturer in the early 1990s were not fruitful due to concerns that India was not a
viable market. While Aurolab is a non-profit structure, it might be plausible that a forprofit lens-manufacturing company could have combined its capital and technical
resources and manufacturing capabilities with Aravind’s brand and its capabilities in
order to orchestrate large-scale and high-productivity eye surgery. Aravind might have
accommodated the need of a corporate partner to capture some of the value created for its
shareholders given the extent of overall social value created by this model. As David
Green from Aurolab, Aravind’s lens-manufacturing company, said in a recent speech
addressing MBA students: “I am waiting for companies to compete with me or put me
out of business for the benefit of the poor.”
Finally, this work is an ongoing process of theorising the validity and usefulness of
modelling in the social sciences. Hopefully, it will stimulate the interest of other scholars
in the effort to develop this approach further as an important analytical tool for the social
sciences in general and the study of social entrepreneurship in particular.
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Notes
1
2
3

Based on this research as well as publications by Brilliant and Brilliant (2007); Rangan and
Thulasiraj (2007) and Tabin (2007).
Data provided by R.D. Thulasiraj, Executive Director of the Lions Aravind Institute of
Community Opthalmology.
Information is based on interviews with staff at the Cairo Al-Noor hospital by the author in
2007.

